Garmin Fenix
5s Sapphire
For serious athletes and adventurers who want to do
more, not wear more – fēnix 5S Sapphire is the perfect
fit. It’s Garmin's premium multisport watch that offers
full-size performance in a lighter, sleeker, more compact
design - with a 42mm watch face. So you can beat
yesterday with advanced features such as wrist-based
heart rate, built-in activity profiles, navigation functions,
and performance metrics that measure the
effectiveness of your workout. It’s one smart sportwatch
you can comfortably wear anywhere – office or outback
– to keep pace with your active lifestyle. Key Features
Striking Design, Strong Performance: The Garmin fēnix
5s Sapphire watch colour combinations and premium
features, sets to give you the look, performance and
lightweight comfort to match both your aesthetic and
athletic interests. Dual Navigation Networks: Every fēnix
5 series watch features advanced GPS and GLONASS
satellite reception to track in more challenging
environments than GPS alone. You can count on long
battery life in each mode of operation (varies by model,
depending on settings). Outstanding Readability on the
Run: A bright, high-resolution, full-color Garmin Chroma
Display with LED backlighting assures great readability
in all ambient conditions. Transflective technology that
reflects and transmits light at the same time enables the
watch face to become even more readable under
intense sunlight. Wrist-Based Heart Rate: On your wrist,
Elevate wrist heart rate technology lets you monitor
your heart rate without wearing a chest strap. In
addition to counting steps and monitoring sleep, the
watch uses heart rate to provide calories burned
information and quantify the intensity of your fitness
activities. Advanced Performance Metrics: Every fēnix
5S Shappire watch is packed with sophisticated training
features to help monitor your form and performance.
Enhanced readouts for Training Status and Training
Effect show aerobic and anaerobic benefits of your

workout – so you can see how your workouts are
paying off and even compare results with your peers

Features
All Product Details

Brand Garmin
Product
Smart Watches
Type
Power

Battery Life
Battery Type

Smart mode: Up to 9 days
GPS/HR mode: Up to 14 hours
UltraTrac mode: Up to 35 hours
without wrist heart rate
Built-in rechargeable battery

Dimensions

Product Width

4.2cm

Product Depth
Product Height
Product
Weight

1.45cm
4.2cm
67g

Warranty

Manufacturers

12 Months
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